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Linear Induction Motor as Accelerator

Sadao IsHIKAWA*, Masatoshi KAJiNO** and Takao HIRASA*

(Received June IS, 1971)

   There is an accelerator in one of the application of Linear Induction Motor. It is

easy to control the accelerating speed by the pole pitches for getting the maximum final

speed within the limited condition. Such the optimuni distribution of pole pitches can

be determined.by the analysis of the equivalent circuits of pole pitches. When the fric-

tion of secondary moving mernber is neglected one, the optimum pole pitch may be pro-･

portional to qubic root of the distance. Then the proportional coeMcient is expressed

by the power supply and the moving member condition and by only the equivalent circuit

components at the standard pole pitch. The experimental results prove the above.

                            1. Introduction

    One of the application of Linear Induction Motor (say LIM) is an accelerator,') such

as catapult or impact testing machine etc. The accelerator has a construction as shown

in Fig. 1. The secondary moving member runs to the end in the fixed primary windings

being accelerated. This is to say the short secondary type of LIM.
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Fig. 1. LIM as accelerator.

    A!though the speed may be controlled by the primary voltage, the frequency or the

pole pitches, it is proper that the speed is controlled by the pole pitches when the accele-

rating period is short enough or the characteristics of acceleration is determined before-

hand. In this case it can be considered the optimum distribution of pole pitches for the

maximum final speed in a certain stator length.2)'3)'`)

    This paper deals with the optimum design of accelerator with graded pole pitch wind-

ings and its experimental characteristics on tubular motors.
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             ,, 2. Aecelerator with graded pole pitehes5)

2.1. 0ptimum condition of accelerator

    Consider an accelerator with a certain machine length. The kinetic energy PV sup-

plied to the moving member in the accelerating time t or the length l is given by

          W- -il-Mv,2 -: Iipdt-j:,gnvdt :j:.Edy (i)

where M and vi are the moving member mass and the final speed; andp, v and F are the

.instantaneous power, velocity and driving force on the moving member, respectively. It

is seen from eq. (1) that the maximum final speed is in need of the maximum driving force

under the limited condition at each point of the accelerator, as shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2.

    Mstancey l-
Optimum condition of accelerator.

    On the other hand, if the friction have a constant value Rf independently of the speed,

the equation of motion for the moving member is shown by

          M ddVt == F-Rf (2)
with zero initial condition, the integration of eq. (2) with respect to time t gives the

velocity

          v === F-MRft (3)
Integrating again, the distancey is

         y== -li( F-MRf )t2 (4)
From eq. (3) and eq. (4),

         y== -il-F-MRfv2 (s)
with a synchronous speed v. and a slip s, the speed of LIM used as an accelerator may be

  .wrltten
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          v = v.(1-s)

Substituting eq. (6) in eq. (5)

          Y =: -ll-F-MRfv.2(i-s)2

If the friction Rf is negrigible, eq. (7) is given by

          Y== ilFil v.2(i-s)2

    This equation expersses that the distance y is the function of the pole pitch T

the driving force F and the synchronous speed v. are re!ative to the pole pitch r.

    Under the maximum driving force condition, eq. (8) is as follows.

(6)

(7)

(8)

because

          Y"= 2FM... vs2(lms)2 ' (g)

2.2. Maximum driving force condition of LIM6'

    The equivalent circuit for a phase of LIM may generally be shown in Fig. 3. Where

r, and x, are the primary resistance and the leakage reactance; and x., r, and s are the

magnetizing reactance, the secondary resistance referred to the primary side and the slip,

respectively. The magnetizing resistance r. and the secondary leakage reactance x, to be

fbund in ordinary induction motor's equivalent circuit can be omitted because of its ne-

grigible smallness.

    The drlving f6rce F of the three phase LIM, from the equivalent circuit in Fig. 3, is

r
l

Xl

L
V,

1
Xm rL,!s

Fig. 3. Equivalent circuit of LIM.
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where K:
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  2of (r,+ rs2 + xx.i rs2 )2+(oo,-

primary phase voltage [V]

ploe pitch [m]

frequency [Hz]

The value of secondary resistance

aF    -=o.
0r2

glvlng

rl

Xm

         [N]
f# i2 )2

the maximum driving force can be

(10)

derived by
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Calculating above,

         r2 == Ksxm

Then

[n]

s = r,IK x.

         " = Vr,2 il'ixllSl'k.)2

Hence, the maximum driving force F

              - 3z2
         iFlmax

   is
max

Kxm

(11)

(12)

                                                           [N] (13)
                  2of ( 1 + K)2(r,2 + x,2) + ,1da7.(2r, + Klxr. + 2Klt,)

2.3. Effect of pole pitch on eqivalent circuit

    Consider a primary coil per pole per phase with N turns and the winding width L

for tubular motor. r,, r2, x, and x. have the fo11owing proportional relation on N, L and

the magnetic circuit reluctance st,

           ri oc N

           r, oc N21L

                                                                      (14)
           x, oc N2/L

          X. oc IV2/st

     For a standard pole pitch and an optional pole pitch multipled by a, add suMx o

and a to each circuit component respectively. Hence, the former is represented as

To, rio, xie, etc. and the latter as, T., r., x., etc. The circuit components per pole with

the pole pitch r.=ar, may be written by

           rict =A rio

           rw == B r2o
                                                                      (15)
          xlct = C xle

          Xmct =D Xme

where the coeMcients A, B, C, D are expressed in Table 1, according to the condition of

the numbers of primary coil turn and the iron core tooth width.

    The eqivalent circuit diagrams for the cases of @ and @ in Table 1 are shown in

Fig. 4. The calculation hereafter may be done fbr these cases of @ and @, because such

windings are proper as constant ampere turn per unit length.

2.4. Slips at maximum driving force

    When LIM has the graded pole pitches represented in the previous section, the slip

s to give the maximum driving force may be derived as fbllowing.

    For the case of @;

From eq. (11) and eq. (12), the slip s. for the pole pitch r. is



.

Table
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   '
1 Equivalent circuit components' coeMcients.

No.ofturn Toothwidth No. A B C D

Constant @ 1 1/a 1/a 1

Constant Proportional･

toa @ 1 1/a 1/a a

Constant @ a a a a2
Proportiona1

toa ,Proportional

toa @ ･or a or a3

           arlo exlo orrlo axlo

                    a2xmo asr eo a3xmo

          (a) caseof@ (b) caseof@
                   Fig. 4. Equivalent circuits fbr graded pole pitch.

          stu = r2di/Kctxmdi

          "di = 'vl,,.2Z'f2.;.X.'di.2mo,,

Then

          Kdi l= 1£t4/r,,2i'?2x+,,::'O.2.,)2 = 50

because r,<x., x,<x.. Hence, sdi is given by

          sdi .. r2di = r2o =const. ,
                KdiXmdi                         KoXmo

where

          Ke == 4Vlrio2 +rii i+o liOx2.o)2

     For the case of @ ;

Likewise above

              -,- Ko
          Kct =- a2

Then the slip s. for the pole pitch T. is

          sdi = r2o == const.
                KeXmo

no relation to the pole pitch.

aree

 s
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,

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)

(20)

                                                                         (21)

Therefore it may be seen that the slip at the maximum driving fbrce is constant and has

'



  max aro 2aTof (i+ eE)2(a2r,,2+aEx,,2)+ liliio li2x.o

                                                                tt                                      × (2ario+ {iq- a2x.o+2-IX! ax,,) (23)

where l, is the secondary (moving member) length.

Because of K,la<1, x,o<a

          Frnax * i2, 2'37.ViOf2 ,,,2+.,,2+KIIII ::(02r,,-+-ki,-x'.' ,s (24)

From eq. (21) and eq. (24)

          y= i,o (2a6rX,),3M rio2+xio2+Ki& xm.o(,2rio+Koxmo)(1-Krbx2o.,)2 (2s)

This result is fbr the case of @, and for the case of @ same result may be derived, too.

    The fbllowing points of intcrest can be deduced from eq. (25);

a) in the optimum condition, the pole pitch coeMcient a is proportional to qubic root of

   the distance y.

b) referring to the circuit components, there is only that on the standard pole pitch.

c) the distancey is propoitional to the moving member mass M and inversely proportional

   to the moving member length l,.

d) the distancey is also proportional tof31Vl,2 for the power supply.
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2.5. 0ptimum distribution of po!e piteh

    Substituting the slip derived in the prevlous section into eq. (9), the optimum pole

pitch at each point of the accelerator may be determined, from eq. (18) and v,.==2r.f

== 2ar,A eq. (9) may be written '

          Y= 2FM... (2aTof)2(1- KIxpa.,)2 (22)

Whilst from eq. (13) the maximum driving fbrce F... on the moving member is

F = l2 3a2vio2 tE? a2x.o

                          3. Experimental results5)

3.1. Tubular motor employed on experiments

    Tubular motor is defind as the result of rolling an ordinary `fiat' linear motor fbr the

axis of field travelling direction. The construction of motor employed on the experiments

is shown in Fig. 5. The reason why the tubular motor is used in the experiments is that

it easily can change its pole pitches. This tubular motor's circuit components may

become to the case of @ in Table 1, as the numbers of turn are proportionai to the pole

pitch and the tooth width are constant. The experimental values of each component per
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Primary core

Secondary conductor

L Primary winding

Fig.5. Tubular:moter.
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           Fig. 6. Experimental equivalant circuit components of tubular motor.

pole are shown in Fig. 6. These results are agreeable to eq. (15) and to the case of @ in

                                                                        'Table 1.

3.2. Characteristics of accelerator

    The optimum distribution of pole pitches is shown in eq. (25), but there are hardly

such continuous distribution possible. On the experiments, therefore, two kinds of the

graded pole pitch windings, @ and @, shown in Fig. 7 are used. The curves in Fig. 7

show the optimum pole pitches (expressed in the synchronous speed) on the distance with

the parameter V,. Fig. 8 represents the speed versus the distance curves in the two dis-

tributions of @ and @ shown in Fig. 7. At the primary voltage V,= 150 [V], the speed

in @ distribution is faster than that of @, because, @ is nearer to the optimum curve at

V,=150[V] than @ in Fig. 7. Likewise, as @ is nearer to the optimum curve than

@ at V, == 300 [V], Fig. 8 shows that the speed of @ is faster than that of @. But the

opposite phenomenon may be seen at V, ==220[V]. This may be considered for the

reason that the friction assume to be negrigib!e in eq. (8). '

                               4. Conclusion

    When Linear Induction Motor is used as an accelerator, it is easy to control the

speed with the graded pole pitches. This paper represents the analysis and the experimental
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Fig. 7.
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.

results of the optimum distribution of pole pitch for the tubular motor with constant

numbers of turn per unit length. As a result, it may be seen that the optimum pole pitch

is proportional to qubic root of the distance, when the friction is negrigible; then the

proportional coeMcient is determined by the moving member components (mass and
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                                             '
length), by the power supply components (voltage and frequency) and by only the equi-

valent circuit components at the standard pole pitch.
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